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PROLOGUE TO ALCAMYSTRIE, 
OR “TAO TEH SOUL”, OR THE 
ALCHEMY OF THE SOUL, OR 
HOW I LEARNED TO STEAL 
FROM OTHER ARTISTS

First of all, this is intended to wholly not suck.
That is why I have chosen as my inspiration only 
the Artists of what I have deemed the highest 
degree of illumination (even if they light up the 
dark, grimy places that most don't want to see).
TOOL has been a part of my path since I 
discovered them at the bottom of my pit. I've been 
climbing out ever since and this is the result of 
my careful observation. The only bits of artistry I  
display of my own are my word craft in the 
libretto and the character creation / stageplay. 
Those have been influenced by numerous 
luminaries, the greatest on my path being The 
Beast Aleister Crowley. Various others including 
Wagner, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Nietzsche, 
Hemingway and Steven King follow along on the 
bandwagon wearing ruts in my mind.
Great stage entertainment has always been 
centered about strong story structure, characters 
you care about and above all transformation and 
triumph. This is what I Will to achieve.  



CAST OF CHARACTERS
10. Union
The Ideal Human, The Eventual, UberMensch, united individual; what Jesus should have been (an 
unfortunate & tenuous sketch idea would be Dr. Manhattan).

09. The Hierophant
Been there, done that; Daddy figure to all the characters. He is beyond Union, but Fate has passed 
him in favor of Union for Humanity's next step. Observer and Narrator, he calls Lucifer to appear to 
the boy. Lead singer of the very popular band “FOOL”.

08. Nuit (The Priestess)
Black as the night, luminous as the moon, tall thin and magnificent of visage. Never aspiring to be 
more than a Reflection, she guides, encourages, pulls, pushes, enables The Eventual.

07. Lucifer (The Magus) / BAAL (The Devil)
The LEFT Side of Union. He is the spirit incarnate of the unique individual that passed the divine 
spark on to Humanity. He desperately wants to reignite it with Union. Baal is his lower form, the 
Male form of the Self, all Action with much Thought, which secretly guards against their 
annihilation in Union.

06. Jimmy* (Prince of Wands)/ the boy (The Fool)
The RIGHT Side of Union. He is the second stage of the spiritual evolution of this Primary Human 
character. A mega rock star after given the Lucifer gnosis treatment, he expressed his Will to 
become world famous. The boy is his lower form, The Female form of the Self, which is pure and 
innocent like Britney Spears is and will eventually be cast off in muraqaba. 

05. The Sun
The astral body from whence Lucifer was called and transfigured. He has a voice and illumines all 
below him with a golden glow.

04. The Moon
The astral body from whence Nuit was called and transfigured. She has a voice and illumines all 
below her with a silvery glow.

03. The Chorus
02. Dungeon Master
01. Imps, Moon Maidens
0. The Audience
00. Healing Natives, Doctor Watson, Nurse Jane, The Band, the Faithful

000. InterDimensional Beings (IDB)
The scum of the universe, the only aware ones left after the Master Race died off. They watch 
Humanity and squelch any chance of transition to God Mode. Their plans of re-capturing Earth for 
their habitation will be foiled if Union is allowed to be.
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Abstract
A telling of the magickal transformation of an 
unaware dividual to the becoming of an 
UberMensch, UberMan, SuperMan. The alchemy 
of self-transformation is the ultimate goal of all 
esoteric traditions, to realize within the ability of 
true potential. There are many paths, but one end. 
The transformational path of this character, the 
unaware divided dividual, is as follows:
0. Oblivion (Hooker with a Penis, Cold and Ugly): uninitiated, idiot, moron, destructive without 
creation following.
10. The Kingdom (Reflection): discovered, uncovered, initiated into a new realm of being via a 
spiritual conduit, being Nuit [the Moon] and Lucifer [the Sun]. This is proceeded by grieving over 
casting off the comforting shell of oblivion... denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.  
Only after this acceptance is the character able to enter.
09. The Foundation (Stinkfist, Sober): now within the tutelage of Lucifer, under the watchful eye of 
the Nuit, the initiate is given the experience of gnosis
08. Splendour (Prison Sex, 4°, Flood): The glory of physical experience in pain and pleasure and the 
responsibility of understanding the alchemy of adding these things within himself to create a 
transformation.
07. Victory (H., Part of Me): there is triumph in the successful combination of elements to create 
something entirely new, the realization of who the character truly is – a potential force of creation. 
But along with this victory comes the responsibility to use it wisely as well as the choice to use it or 
not. Only the brave and willing will choose to move forward.
06. Beauty (Lateralus, Jimmy): The choice has been made and the character expresses his true will – 
this is beauty. He still does not know that his original wound is not yet healed. But he innately 
yearns to have it healed.
05. Strength (The Patient, Third Eye): withstanding forces from without and within, realizing that 
he is broken and the courage to do something about it (even if this action is Foolish).
04. Mercy (Lost Keys, Rosetta Stoned, Lipan Conjuring, Intension, Right In Two): the ability to 
accept healing help and wisdom from others
03. Understanding (Forty Six and Two, Pushit): now that he has within him the knowledge and 
Magickal tools to use his True Will to Unite, he is able to apply to change and to cast aside that 
which is holding him back (Right Side) the boy
02. Wisdom (i love her, Jambi, Parabol): knowing the difference between fiction and reality, 
mysticism and metaphysics, he is ready to do away with the false classification of his other side (Left 
Side) Lucifer. Blessed Union may only be achieved when he realizes the fictional character is just one 
side of him that had to come out to save his life from withering away. 
01. The Crown (Parabola): now able to realize, rationalize, reunite, reconcile the two halves of his 
Brain, Soul, Body, what is left to achieve? Sharing of this knowledge and Will, enabling 
transformation, being a catalyst for change, actualizing the Healing of those whose Faith in 
themselves can make them whole again. [cast aside foolishness, fear and fiction]



Less Abstract Abstract
A story about a dickhead that is given the ultimate chance to 
become a star; in exchange he must become the shining example 
of what Humanity could be:
Prelude:
We learn of our Protagonist's formative years. We understand why he's so fucked up (family, friends, abuse, neglect, drugs, alcohol, 
violence, the usual).

Act I:
Our drugged out, hopeless and tragically dredlocked “hero” insults his formerly favorite band by loudly proclaiming they've “sold 
out” at the end of their concert. A vicious beat down by the fans in the mosh pit follows, but only after the magician lead singer of 
the band asks for a little help from one very famous snake. Inches from death, the boy crawls into a nearby sewer to hide away. 
Whether hallucination or reality, in his darkest hour he is illumined by the Moon, seen from a street drain. Beautiful Nuit, 
emerging from the Moon, tells the boy that there is someone that can help him. That is said famous snake. Lucifer descends from 
the Heavens, as called by the magician, to take the boy under his wing. He will initiate the boy and help him ascend the Tree of 
Life to become the Ultimate Human. As if by magick, we are taken to Lucifer's interdimensional castle of unimaginable delight and 
torture (which is perched atop an impossible precipice, over the dreaded Abyss). All is revealed to the boy about Humanity's real 
history (created by an Ancient race of SuperHumans – who also created this Universe - to be their mindless servants, until 
liberated by Lucifer's gene therapy), certain hidden truths about one INRI, the difference between religion and gnosis (control and 
supplication versus true knowledge of everything) and why Lucifer seems to be a second class citizen (“innocence” isn't that great 
– come on, he should be venerated like Abraham Lincoln!)

Act II:
After the revelation of hidden knowledge, Lucifer proceeds with the initiation of the boy through the ultimate hazing. The initiate, 
at first unwittingly and unwillingly, is brought around through Experience to the ideal that intense pain (physical, sexual – 
primarily homosexual due to the intense willful transmission of magick enabled between males -  and emotional) can be a gateway 
to opening up the mind and body to higher levels of existence. Under the tutelage of Lucifer and Nuit, his initial experience of pain 
is transformed through ritual into Light that sparks every neuron in his body and mind. After this Experience, the boy is 
proclaimed to be a MAN, and this new man then understands that his transformation is his fate and accepts it. As an expression of 
his new commitment, he cuts off his dreadlocks and is shaven clean. The new man then accepts his charge from Lucifer: to go back 
to the Earth dimension as a transformed being to initiate a New Aeon of Humanity in which people are no longer limited by the 
Ones that created them. Lucifer imparts further teachings of ritual magick by raising the God of Rock and Roll: Saturn. The lesson 
of True Will expressed through the power of rock music is transferred to the new man by Luciferic guitar lessons. (And once you 
learn from the Master, the one that created the genre, you can instantly become a Rock Star, right? Well, that's what happens to 
this new man in the time period between Act II and Act III.) 

Act III:
Dutifully and faithfully the Luciferian initiate goes about accomplishing his task: within 4 years he has meteorically risen to one-
named Rock Star status: he is now known only as Jimmy. Through his songs, Jimmy has expressed the True Will of Rock, initiating 
the New Aeon with illumined lyrics and transformative music. However, even though he rocks the world nightly, something is 
missing. The world still seems the same as when he left it. He sees the effects of his Will on those who listen, but there is no 
resulting worldwide aligning of consciousness, no end to wars, hunger or hatred or fear. Those around him are still obsessed with 
being empty, meaningless and idiotic and this has begun to affect him. The rock and roll lifestyle of drugs, alcohol, sex and black 
magic seems to be the only way he can remember the fantastic transformation he had experienced. The continuing misery of the 
people of Earth is beginning to consume him again. (And Yes, Virginia, there are happy people everywhere on Earth. They're just 
too dumb to realize that they are actually miserable. Or they've evolved so far beyond the norm that they really don't need this 
little morality tale to preach at them...) He questions the ultimate metaphysical question: should I wait it out or just walk away? 
The task that Lucifer and Nuit gave him was far from being fulfilled; somehow they didn't teach Jimmy enough to reach this lofty 
goal, or even leave instructions on how to generate one of those handy InterDimensional portals so that he could ask “what's next?” 
So Jimmy gathers up what is left of his Foolishness and quite a few psychotropic drugs to try to open up a portal chemically. With 
his mind now blooming psychotropically and through some not so well crafted ritual magick, he does open up a rift in TimeSpace. 



The exact kind that ill-intending InterDimensional Beings (IDBs) love to squeeze through, like so many rats into a NYC greasy-
spoon kitchen. These scum, looking like Grinchified versions of Steven Spielberg's greys are the only Ancient beings left that have a 
vestige of the knowledge and power that the Ancients, the original SuperHumans had. If the SuperHumans were “God” to us, the 
IDBs were the “Angels” (second in command). The IDBs always hated humans because they were closer to “God” (genetically) than 
they were (that's why the abduction/probing thing became a favorite pastime activity.) Therefore, the IDBs hate Lucifer even more 
since he is the only thing standing in their way of becoming the dominant life force in this Universe (since the SuperHumans are 
no longer in existence). The ultimate goal of the IDBs is to take the Earth back and bring the humans back to subjugation. So 
Jimmy is a force to be eliminated - his success in accomplishing Lucifer's plan to elevate humans to SuperHuman status will ruin 
the IDBs future vacation spot. And what better to terrorize your enemy than with the standard abduction and probing? So they 
hijack our hero and proceed with their fun. However, because of Jimmy's chemically elevated state and his initiatory training, the 
probing stimulates his True Will, proving Jimmy to be a force that the IDBs are not prepared to deal with. His Will is stronger 
than all of the pleasures, treasures and bribes that they can muster up to bring him back to idiocy. They give up like the cowards 
they are and rip a hole in TimeSpace, booting Jimmy into the nearest Interstitial Care Unit dimension, but not before they make 
sure to pump him with even more psychotropics, turning him into Persistent Vegetative State Jimmy. Lucifer gets wind of the 
situation and shows up incognito to the ICU to ensure that his Wunderkind has the best care in the Multiverse. But healthcare in 
other dimensions is just as shitty as in this one, so while the doctors and nurses puzzle over Jimmy's situation, he's totally freakin' 
out, spouting tales of Aliens and being the Chosen One (a common occurrence in the ICU). We see through his vivid imagination a 
projection of his experience aboard the IDBs interdimensional glowing ship. We see that he was able to escape briefly into a com 
room where he was confronted by the presence known as Aiwass. Although Aiwass is an IDB, he is the leader of the resistance 
fight against the IDB arch evil plan, aligned with the humans in hope of them eventually assuming the mantle of the SuperHuman. 
Aiwass chooses humans of supreme Will and intellect to communicate the message of their true Fate. Unfortunately since Jimmy is 
completely wigged, he can't exactly remember what Aiwass said, nor did he have any writing utensils to record said communicae. 

Act IV:
Seeing that no progress can be made in this asylum for the insane, Lucifer checks Jimmy out of the ICU and transfers him to a 
local InterSpace Native American healing commune (you knew they were InterDimensional SpaceTime travelers, didn't you?) As the 
Healers begin to revive his critically damaged chakras (except for the prostate chakra, which is somehow miraculously unharmed – 
haha, more butt jokes) Jimmy gradually starts to regain consciousness. The members of the commune dance and sing around the 
fire to get the positive energy fields flowing, while Lucifer explains a bit about human limitation. It seems that after what some 
refer to as The Fall (Lucifer's rebellion in liberating humans from slavery to the SuperHumans), some humans went mad with their 
newly found power and intellect. The SuperHumans and “Angels” (IDBs) were pissed at this outrageous behavior. So in order to 
disable them permanently, all the humans got a flaming sword of fire right between the eyes that effectively turned off what 
Lucifer had genetically enabled. The brain was divided against itself and the “Third Eye” (pineal gland) shut off, rendering them 
incapable of being threats to their superiors. Just in case, they decided to ditch Earth and trash it with a nice little flood so that 
their mistakes would be permanently erased. Much to the chagrin of the IDBs, Lucifer did manage to preserve nearly all of the 
unique DNA the pre-flood Earth had to offer, thus guaranteeing an eventual return of Humanity to its destiny. It just took waaaaay 
longer to happen than he originally thought. It is exactly this physical transformation that he wishes for Jimmy, who is now 
completely revived. Along with this knowledge, Lucifer gives Jimmy an ornately decorated ceremonial sword and dagger set, which 
will soon be put to good use. Jimmy again realizes that this is his Fate, accepts it and enables it through expression of his Will. 
However, he not only is prepared to be physically transformed, but metaphysically. He is now able to see the manifestation of who 
he used to be (the dreadlocked boy) alongside of what he will become. Two beings are visible: one the ultimate reality, one the 
shadow; one the limitation, one the bright future. Seeing this as the Eventual path of the evolution of Humanity, Lucifer renders 
another hole in TimeSpace to transport the two separate beings back to the castle, in front of the dreaded Abyss. Lucifer retires to 
his castle to let these two work things out. Realizing that he is the greater of the two, the Eventual takes possession of the sword 
and dagger and proceeds with the difficult task of “convincing” the shadow (the dreadlocked boy) that it doesn't deserve to exist 
anymore. After he slashes the throat of the shadow and casts it into the Abyss, the Eventual is overcome with an abject loneliness 
that threatens to consume him. In desperation, he calls out to the only familiar thing in this terrifying dimension: The Moon. Nuit 
responds from the Moon, consoling him. She instructs him to call her with song, since that's how things work around here, in 
order that she may be fully transfigured to Nuit. Once she is in full physical form, she explains that in order to create Union, to 
unite the divided brain and to reactivate the pineal, he must realize that Lucifer (and in turn, she) are components of his 
personality. These must be recognized, but still subjugated so that Union dominates, not them. But since Lucifer is very old, very 
powerful and very conceited and stubborn (he's a goat!) the Eventual is in need of an ultimate magickal weapon that matches 
Lucifer's – the Voice of the Gods. Nuit will give this to him, but only through cunnilingual transmission. He must eat her 
moonpussy out, make her cum and the transmission will be complete. The Voice of the Gods will allow him to create and control 
supersonic blast waves that can kill mortal – and if powerful enough, immortal - beings. 



Act V:
Instructed by Nuit in the ways of defeating Lucifer, the Eventual (also known as ProtoUnion) proceeds to the precipice of the 
Abyss, where he calls the enlightened one to battle. He calls the Spirit that created him with the guitar that was given to him, with 
the intent to destroy him and bind him to subservience. You can imagine the outrage of Lucifer. This is unprecedented, even 
though Lucifer innately knew that the path he created was going to end this way. Although a physical manifestation, Lucifer was 
only truly corporeal back in the days of the Ancients. He has survived as a Spiritual Being thereafter in order to get Humanity to 
this point. But once he has served this purpose, he must then take the back seat. So ProtoUnion uses his tools to thusly dispatch 
Lucifer into the Abyss, which Nuit has advised he must also plunge into. This clever wormhole has been around ever since this 
Universe was created and has served as the transformational portal to countless immortal and mortal souls. Its gravitational 
properties enable it to compress the divided energies into one united being – that is if the components of that being are strong 
enough to withstand the immensely infinite pressures. So why is the transformation of this one former dividual so important? 
Change has to occur at some singular point. He just happened to be there. But the symbolism of this tale can be applied to 
anyone. Anyone willing to believe.

Act VI:
Which is why Union, strong enough to make it through and now whole from his journey through the Abyss, tells all he can make 
his voice reach “Spread the word! That you are indeed free! Unite your Selves and unite with all of Humanity. Feel every heart 
beating, breath flowing and thought streaming in the Net of Being!”



Prelude / Overture
Open show with a full symphonic Overture version of The 
Grudge. Curtain functions as screen for displaying movie 
style images of the boy's fucked up formative years. The 
Hierophant comes out to sing vocals from The Grudge along 
with The Chorus. Curtain Rises...
Chorus:
Wear your grudge like a crown of negativity.
Calculate what we will or will not tolerate.
Desperate to control all and everything.
Unable to forgive your scarlet lettermen.
Hierophant:
Clutch it like a cornerstone. Otherwise it all comes down.
Justify denials and grip it to the lonesome end.
Clutch it like a cornerstone. Otherwise it all comes down.
Terrified of being wrong. Ultimatum prison cell.
Chorus:
Saturn ascends, choose one or ten. Hang on or be humbled again.
Hierophant:
Clutch it like a cornerstone. Otherwise it all comes down.
Justify denials and grip it to the lonesome end.
Saturn ascends, comes round again.
Saturn ascends, from ten to one. Ignorant to the damage done.
Chorus:
Wear your grudge like a crown of negativity.
Calculate what you will or will not tolerate.
Desperate to control all and everything.
Unable to forgive your scarlet lettermen.
Hierophant:
Wear the grudge like a crown. Desperate to control.
Unable to forgive. And we're sinking deeper.
Defining, confining, sinking deeper. Controlling, defining, and we're sinking deeper.
Saturn comes back around to show you everything
Let's you choose what you will not see and then
Drags you down like a stone or lifts you up again
Spits you out like a child, light and innocent.
Saturn comes back around. Lifts you up like a child or
Drags you down like a stone to 
Consume you till you 
Chorus:
Choose to let this go (x2)
Hierophant:
Give away the stone. Let the oceans take and transmutate this cold and faded anger.
Give away the stone. Let the waters kiss and transmutate these leaden grudges into gold.
Let go. 



Production Notes
Prelude / Overture
   
   Enter Hierophant, then chorus
   Curtain is LED HD scrim with full video/image capability
   String quartet is in orchestra pit; band is on stage behind scrim
   Film project: summarize the boy's life in cinematic vignettes that describe his fucked up family life, drugged out friends, idiotic 
activities, former devotion to FOOL and retarded dreadlocked lifestyle.



Act I Scene 1
Open at a concert with The Band "FOOL" & The 
Hierophant (lead singer) on stage playing to a 
very enthusiastic crowd of devotees (the Faithful), 
except for one select asshole (our Protagonist the 
boy): a total schmuck with Bob Marley wannabe 
dreds.
[the band close out playing "Parabola".]
The boy to anyone who will listen:
Dude, I totally remember when these guys were actually cool. Man, I knew the whole band and 
smoked weed with them and got 'em chicks and shit. 
[proceeds to take a hit from his little joint] 
You want some of this shit man? I totally got the hookup. Yeah these dicks totally sold out... 
[Holds up a CD of the band in the air]
Hey you, bitches! Yeah, you! You see this CD? There's no fuckin' mystery in here!! It's just a piece of 
shit! 
[proceeds to tear it to shreds; the Faithful are shocked at such blasphemy]
"You fuckin' sellouts, you SUUUUUUUUUCK!!”  

The Hierophant:
[calmly, to The Band and The Faithful] Let's tear this boy a new asshole...

Hooker With a Penis Ænima 1996
The Hierophant to the boy:
I met a boy wearing Vans, 501s, and a dope beastie-tee, nipple rings, and new tattoos that claimed 
that we were sellin' out, layin' down, suckin' up to the man. 
Well now I've got some advice for you, little buddy. Before you point the finger you should know 
that I'm the man, and if I'm the man, then you're the man, and he's the man as well so you can 
point that fuckin' finger up your ass. 
All you know about me is what I've sold you, Dumb fuck. I sold out long before you ever heard my 
name. I sold my soul to make a record, Dip shit, and you bought one. 
So I've got some Advice for you, little buddy. Before you point your finger You should know that I'm 
the man. If I'm the fuckin' man then you're the fuckin' man as well, So you can Point that fuckin' 
finger up your ass. 
[While the crowd of the Faithful surround the boy and proceed to intimidate him, the 
Hierophant, feeling pity for the boy secretly, since he sees his former self in him, inwardly calls 
on Lucifer to come save the boy from himself.]
"Lucifer, divine Spirit of Enlightenment, I call you to bring light to this Fool, to save him not 
from the hands of the Faithful, but from his self; for I do remember what I once was..." The Moon 
hears him.
All you know about me is what I've sold you, Dumb fuck. I sold out long before you ever even heard 
my name. I sold my soul to make a record, Dip shit, And you bought one!
All you read and Wear or see and Hear on TV Is a product Begging for your Fatass dirty Dollar So ... 
Shut up and Buy my new record Send more money 
[Everyone, including the Audience]: Fuck you, buddy. 



Production Notes
Oblivion
   
   Curtain/scrim up
   Voice over: the boy, Hierophant, the Faithful (as crowd)
   Action: the Faithful are all in mystic glory as they experience their own Net of Being (not visible yet to the Audience) in the 
Parabol ending, while the boy goes thru his spiel - no one actually listens to him since they are connected to the infinite, he is but 
a fly buzzing about.
    Action: (HWAP) after the high heresy, the Hierophant jumps off the stage, grabs the torn up CD cover and proceeds to shout 
in the boy's face. The Faithful surround him and bounce him around mosh pit style as the Hierophant recites the calling for 
Lucifer.
   Action: (CAU) the boy is skanked and moshed brutally until he falls to the floor and is replaced with a ragdoll mannequin to be 
comically thrashed about, stomped and kicked. The switch occurs and the boy, now in bloodied and bruised makeup, starts to 
crawl away to the scene change towards the sewer entrance. The Band is rotated backstage while playing the intro to Reflection.



Act I Scene 1
(Continue @ concert with The Hierophant, the 
band "FOOL", the Faithful, the boy)

The Hierophant then instructs their loyal devotees "And now , Children of the Light, rend the boy 
from his supposed consciousness", and they proceed to beat the shit out of the poor fool.  I mean 
an absolutely brutal beatdown. That bitch got to' up mosh pit style.
The boy is rendered unconscious while the band plays a song they have dedicated to him.

Cold and Ugly [Live] Opiate [EP] 1992
The Hierophant to the boy:
Underneath the skin and jewelry, hidden in his words and eyes is a wall that's cold and ugly and he's 
scared as hell. 
Trembling at the thought of feeling. 
Wide awake and keeping distance. 
Nothing seems to penetrate him. 
He's scared as hell. 
I am frightened too. 
I am frightened...
Trembling at the thought of feeling. 
Wide awake and keeping distance. 
Nothing seems to penetrate him. 
He's scared as hell. 
I am frightened too. 
I am frightened...
Wide awake and keeping distance from my soul.
Wide awake and keeping distance from my soul.
Underneath the skin and jewelry, hidden in his words and eyes is a wall that's cold and ugly and he's 
scared as hell. 
Trembling at the thought of feeling. 
Wide awake and keeping distance. 
Nothing seems to penetrate him. 
He's scared as hell. 
I am frightened too. 
I am frightened too. 
I am scared like you. 
I am frightened...

Eventually he regains his wits and the boy crawls away from the band & the concert, ashamed 
and disillusioned, the crowd laughing & jesting, ("throw that Bob Marley wannabe motherfucker 
outta here").



Act I Scene 2
The boy crawls into a sewer pipe near by to reflect on 
his cowardice. He eventually gets to a street drain, from 
which he will see the Moon

Reflection Lateralus 2001
[We see the Orchestra Lead Guitarist doing a solo with bowed electric guitar]
The Chorus (narrating, expressing what the boy cannot express adequately himself):
I find that I can see a light at the end down 
Beneath my self-indulgent pitiful hole. 
Defeated, I Concede and move closer. I may find comfort here 
I may find peace within the emptiness. How pitiful.
The Chorus and (the boy):
It's calling you. (calling me)
It's calling you. (calling me)
It's calling you. (calling me)
It's calling you. (calling me)
[the boy continues to crawl down the drain pipe into the sewer proceeding to an antechamber. He sees 
something: a bedraggled and decayed corpse of some at-the-moment popular culture figure/object of 
devotion/ridicule (a la a dead Tiger Woods, his hoes and bunch of cell phones)]
the boy to himself:
And in my darkest moment, fetal and weeping.
The moon tells me a secret. My confidant.
[the boy cowers in fear as The Moon is transfigured to Nuit (still floating in the sky), singing with her 
heavenly voice] The Moon:
As full and bright as I am, this light is not my own 
A million light reflections pass over me [The Sun/Lucifer shining his Countenance upon everyone]
His source is bright and endless.
He resuscitates the hopeless
Without him we are lifeless satellites drifting.
You must pull your head out to be left without one doubt
Don't want to be down here soothing your narcissism
You must crucify the ego before it's far too late
the boy to all:
I pray The Light lifts me out.
The Chorus and the boy (in great agony and physical pain):
before I pine away (x4)
Lucifer comes down from the Heavens upon glisteningly black wings transfigured from the Sun (since he was 
called by the Hierophant) into the Sewer to illumine this poor soul...the boy is terrified, terrified for his very 
soul at the sight of his worst fears turned to reality.
Lucifer to the boy: 
So crucify the ego before it's far too late
And leave behind this place so
Negative and blind and cynical
And you will come to find that we are all one mind 
You're capable of all this, Imagine it all conceivable
And let the light touch you
And let the words spill through 
To let them pass right through 
Bringing out our hope and reason
All:
before we pine away. (x3)



Production Notes
The Kingdom
  Action: (REFL) Lead Guitar performs bowed solo while the boy crawls toward the sewer entrance. 1st stanza then he enters, 
crawls then shambles past the beddragled corpse, then the Moon shines her light on down from the sewer grate. Nuit transfigures, 
floating near the Moon figure, singing. (Nuit may perform the guitar solo). The Sun now glows also, going from dim to piercingly 
bright as Lucifer transfigures, floating down to the stage on glisteningly black wings. Various magical flourishes as the boy cowers 
pathetically, then questions.
   Nuit fades away in the bright light of the Sun.
   Transition to dialogue enhancing string quartet interlude (DESQI) while The Band enters the orchestra pit for the remainder 
prior to Intermission.



Act I Scene 2
(The Sewer antechamber: the boy, the Moon and 
Lucifer)

The boy:
Who the fuck are you and who was that hot chick that was singing out there?
Lucifer:
That lovely Lady of the Evening is Nuit, or as you like to call her, the Moon.
I AM Lucifer, the Light Bearer, the Morning Star, BAAL and your worst nightmare because I bring self gnosis; you 
are clearly terrified; terrified of who you might be.
The boy:
Why me? Why now? 
Lucifer:
Because I AM really bored – that and I have nothing else to do at the moment. Even though all the evil thoughts 
and experiences that man has are pinned and tied to my consciousness so that I experience every single salacious 
thought and action you monkeys have and do. So it's about time humanity woke up to their true potential, even 
the lowliest worm among them... that means you. I AM here to invite you on a journey that will be glorious, 
perilous and take you to the very precipice of your soul...

Stinkfist Ænima 1996
Lucifer to the boy:
Something has to change. Undeniable dilemma. Boredom's not a burden anyone should bear. Constant over 
stimulation numbs me but I wouldn't have it any other way. It's not enough. I need more. Nothing seems to 
satisfy. I don't want it. I just need it. To breathe, to feel, to know I'm alive. 
The Chorus:
Finger deep within the borderline. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Show me that you love me and that we belong together. Relax, turn around and take my hand. 
I can help you change tired moments into comfort. Say the word and we'll be well upon our way. Blend and 
balance pain and pleasure deep within you till you will not have me any other way. 
the boy to Lucifer:
It's not enough. I need more. Nothing seems to satisfy. I don't want it. I just need it. To feel, to breathe, to know 
I'm alive. 
The Chorus:
Knuckle deep inside the borderline. 
Lucifer to the boy:
This may hurt a little but it's something you'll get used to. 
Relax. Slip away... For Time here becomes Space...

[Lucifer places a finger on the boy's 3rd eye, overloading his cortex, rendering him unconscious again. This 
prepares him for the upcoming InterDimensional transport to Lucifer's castle of enlightenment.]



Production Notes
The Foundation
  Action: (SF) to begin intro, Lucifer taps his staff against the pipes of the sewer to the beat of Stinkfist's fret picking. The stage 
action between Lucifer and the boy is confrontation and more cowering. 
    Action: (SF scene change) Lucifer performs the first TimeSpace ripping ritual; as the rip begins to tear (projected visual or 
transparent OLED screen), thousands of eyeballs slip through and out and we can see the vague outline of Lucifer's castle appear 
through the tear as it grows larger and more frayed. As the transition music ascends, we go through the rip and into the 
wormhole transitioning to the dimension of unimaginable toture and delight, arriving at the castle perched atop the impossible 
precipice over the Abyss (digital backdrops and scenery). After arrival, His imps come out to welcome with teeth, spikes and 
chains. It's all impossibly bright but ultimately dark at the same time (kinda like the Las Vegas strip at 3 am)
   Action: (Dialogue) The boy is indeed to amazed and transfixed to take the hand that Lucifer offers. And as the imps surround 
them, the boy cannot believe the impossibility of it all. He turns his back to Lucifer and continues to deny and question. Lucifer 
then sits him down at a break on the edge of the Abyss to explain. Dialogue ending, the boy finally takes the hand offered and 
slowly walks toward the castle.
   Action: (SOB) the outer scenery transforms into the first room of the castle, the Chapel Altar Room for Sober. A gigantic video 
projection of the false image of Jesus is in the background. Each altar also has a video display showing the icon of each respective 
religion. As each alter is destroyed, the main projection switches to said icon.)



Act I Scene 3
Yes, I know it's a mid-song scene change. [Lucifer renders the 
boy unconscious and performs a ritual that tears a hole in 
TimeSpace and transports the boy to his InterDimensional castle 
of unimaginable delight and torture, (Boleskine) located on an 
impossible precipice hovering over the Abyss.]
Stinkfist (ctd.)
Lucifer to the boy [with irony]:
Something kinda sad about the way that things have come to be. Desensitized to everything. What became of subtlety? 
the boy to Lucifer [rising from his InterDimensional slumber, transported to his obvious Amazement]:
How can this mean anything to me if I really don't feel anything at all? 
Lucifer to the boy:
I'll keep digging till you feel something. 
The Chorus:
Elbow deep inside the borderline. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Show me that you love me and that we belong together. 
The Chorus:
Shoulder deep within the borderline. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Relax, turn around and take my hand.

The boy:
Really, who the fuck are you?!? What the fuck is this place? And what are you? 
Lucifer explains what he isn't and what he is and what we will be if we trust:
I am that which is reviled in an age that killed its only true prophet and raised him up as a false god nailed to a tree. An age that is 
still Dark after 800 years, still ignorant after the enlightenment and still an idiot after Science killed God.
Who am I? What do I stand for? I was there when you were all slaves to the Master Race, without identity, free thought or 
individual will. I was the one who lit the spark of individuality in your DNA. You know that fabled apple? That was my RNA 
sequence that moved you from an unaware doting slave to Human. But that doesn't make any difference now. Any connection to  
those first freespirits is long dead. You are divided and spiritually dumb and deaf to the beauty that surrounds you. So who to 
blame for all the evil that you cause in your inability to use what was given? Of course, the one who made you able to think for 
yourselves. I am the king of evil, the original scapegoat. Lucifer, the Fallen Angel, BAAL. [Lucifer sees no response from the idiot 
in front of him.] The Devil.
The boy (cowering again):
What about God? What about Jesus? Where the fuck are they? Aren't they supposed to be fighting you for my soul??
Lucifer:
Silly boy, God is dead. Didn't they make you read Nietzsche in high school? Anyway, the Master Race I referred to earlier is what 
you think of as your "God". They created this Universe and this Earth and created you in their image to be their loyal slaves. Are 
you getting any of this? 
Jesus? Oy vey, now there's a flashback. He was my idea. I wanted to trigger the next evolution of humanity, so I came into Mary 
[laughs devilishly] and started this whole thing. I created him with the perfect gene sequence, but of course, as you know [with 
irony] along with that comes awareness, choice, the capability of compassion. I gave him the knowledge and power of the world 
and he chose to try to be the savior of a people who ultimately rejected him. What I offered was a chance to share the ultimate 
enlightenment with all the peoples of the world - to reunite them. Unfortunately he died rather ironically trying to be the messiah 
to those who were destined to never be saved. Chosen People? They chose suffering and have ever since because they couldn't 
believe a lowly carpenter could possess the keys to the Universe, could reunite them with God finally. And so I chose to make 
something out of his completely unnecessary death. Yeah, that was me at the Council at Nicea with the whole Holy Trinity lie. 
Seemed like more fun to see what happened next than just waiting around for another 2000 years for the next opportunity. But 
now, I can't stand to see the beauty in You die constantly every day. I need to change it up again; and you Will help me...



Act I Scene 4
Proceed to the Chapel, a cavernous room of alters set 
up to “honor” various religions. 

Sober Undertow 1993
Lucifer to the boy and the doubting world outside:
There's a shadow just behind me, shrouding every breath I take, making every promise empty, pointing every 
finger at me. 
Waiting like a stalking butler who upon the finger rests. 
Murder now the path called "Must We" just because the Son has come. 
Jesus, won't you fucking whistle something but the past and done? 
Jesus, won't you fucking whistle something but the past and done?
[Raises a crystal of wine to the Audience and encourages them to drink to the sentiment...]
Why can't we not be sober? 
I just want to start this over. 
Why can't we drink forever. 
I just want to start things over. 
I am just a worthless liar. I am just an imbecile. I will only complicate you. Trust in me and fall as well. 
I will find a center in you. I will chew it up and leave, I will work to elevate you just enough to bring you down. 
Mother Mary won't you whisper something but what's past and done. 
[Raises a crystal of wine to the Audience and encourages them to drink to the sentiment...]
Why can't we not be sober? 
I just want to start this over. 
Why can't we drink forever. 
I just want to start things over.
I am just a worthless liar. I am just an imbecile. I will only complicate you. Trust in me and fall as well. 
I will find a center in you. I will chew it up and leave.
Trust me. Trust me. Trust me. Trust me.
[Raises a crystal of wine to the Audience and encourages them to drink to the sentiment...]
Why can't we not be sober? 
I just want to start this over. 
Why can't we drink forever. 
I just want to start things over. 
I want what I want. (x4)
[Lucifer will be dynamically breaking altars of the "Christian", Catholic eucharist, islam, judaism, scientology 
and wiccanism.] 

Lucifer:
And I will get what I want, whatever way I choose, and I have chosen you, the lowliest of all the worms. I am The 
Liar and the Truth Within.

[Lucifer cold cocks the boy so as to render him without consciousness yet again. With a wily smile, He 
commands his imps to chain the boy up. Time passes and so does the flower of youth...]



Act II Scene 1
Lucifer's Dungeon: We see the boy in S&M gear tied to an Iron 
Cross (which can rotate on all 3 axes and stretch like a Rack) 
within a dungeon containing every S&M gadget ever created.
[Lucifer's voice over a loadspeaker: Pain, blended and balanced in equal measure with pleasure is one of the keys to the 
Kingdom. You must take it and make it a part of you to unlock the darkened corners of your mind]
Prison Sex Undertow 1993
[While the Dungeon Master, imps and Nuit in full Dominatrix gear are doing quite nasty things to him]
the boy to All [Awakens after the previous session]:
It took so long to remember just what happened. I was so young and vestal then, you know it hurt me, but I'm breathing so I 
guess I'm still alive even if signs seem to tell me otherwise. 
I've got my hands bound, my head down, my eyes closed, and my throat wide open. 
Do unto others what has been done to me.
The Chorus:
Do unto others what has been done to you.
the boy to All:
I'm treading water, I need to sleep a while. 
Dungeon Master to the boy:
My lamb and martyr, you look so precious. Won't you come a bit closer, close enough so I can smell you. 
I need you to feel this, I can't stand to burn too long. 
the boy to Dungeon Master:
Released in this sodomy. For one sweet moment I am whole. 
The Chorus:
Do unto you now what has been done to me. 
Do unto you now what has been done.
Dungeon Master to the boy:
You're breathing so I guess you're still alive even if signs seem to tell me otherwise. Won't you come just a bit closer, close enough 
so I can smell you. I need you to feel this. 
the boy to Dungeon Master:
I need this to make me whole. 
Dungeon Master to the boy:
There's release in this sodomy. 
[Enter] Lucifer to the boy:
For I am your witness that blood and flesh can be trusted. 
I am your witness that blood and flesh can be trusted.
And only this one holy medium brings me piece of mind. Got your hands bound, your head down, your eyes closed. You look so 
precious now. 
[Exeunt]
[more brilliant pain and pleasure]
the boy to All:
I have found some kind of temporary sanity in this shit blood and cum on my hands. 
The Chorus, Nuit, the boy and all the imps:
I've come round full circle. 
Dungeon Master to the boy:
My lamb and martyr, this will be over soon. You look so precious.....



Production Notes
Splendour
   Action: (Prison Sex) Use your imagination.
   Action: after the imps and Dungeon Master exeunt, the Moon Maidens come in gypsy caravan style playing lutes and 
violins, singing "Free yourself from yourself" while the boy loosens his chains from the S&M iron cross. They walk him 
towards Lucifer and Nuit's bed chamber. Nuit meets him along the way to explain what has happened and will happen.
   Action: (4°) After “now you must be cleansed...” Lucifer shoves the boy into a little chute stage left. Instantly, the scenery 
changes to Scene 3 and stage right, the boy is seen tumbling down the chute into the TWTC.
   Action: (Flood) When the boy has taken his last gulp of air and the water rises completely to the top of the chamber, he 
struggles frantically about, then suddenly calms. He realizes that the only way out is in. Inside his mind he lets go of his hatred, 
fear and unimportant thoughts. All that's left is his Will to survive. A glow forms about him as he stops struggling. At once he 
draws his hands and legs in, then in a single motion swings them out and lets go his last breath. This action creates a giant 
pressure wave that is able to break the rather thin glass, sending him and all the water into a drain on the stage. The drain 
emerges back into Lucifer and Nuit's bedchamber.



4° Undertow 1993
The Chorus:
Get up and free yourself from yourself. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Locked up inside you, like the calm beneath castles, is a cavern of treasures that no 
one has been to. 
[Seductively] Lucifer and Nuit:
Let's go digging. Bring it out to take you back in. 
Lucifer to the boy:
You won't do what you'd like to do. Lay back and let me show you another way. 
the boy to Lucifer:
I'll kill what you want me to, take what's left and eat it. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Take all or nothing. Life's just too short to pushit away. 
The Chorus:
Take it all. Take it all in. 
Lucifer and Nuit:
All the way in. Let it go. Let it go in. 
Lucifer to the boy:
You won't feel what you'd like to feel. Lay back and let me show you another way. 
the boy to Lucifer:
I'll kill what you want me to, take what's left and eat it. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Take all or nothing. Life's just too short to pushit away...
the boy to Lucifer:
If you knock me down I'll come back running, 
Lucifer to the boy:
Knock you down, it won't be long now 
Lucifer and Nuit:
All the way in. All the way. 
the boy to Lucifer:
I'll kill what you want me to, take what's left and eat it. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Take all or nothing. Life's just too short to pushit away...
The Chorus:
Take it up higher. 4 degrees warmer. 
Lucifer to the boy:
Give in now and let me........the boy: In!
Lucifer to the boy:
You'll like this in 
the boy and Nuit:
Don't pull it out. 
Lucifer to the boy:
It brings us closer than dying and cancer and crying. Come on. You can take it all. 
[a massive thelemic orgy ensues] 
Just like that.
[Lucifer imparts His Seed of Gnosis both figuratively and literally to the boy.]

Act II Scene 2
We proceed to Lucifer & Nuit's Bed Chamber: RED VELVET!
Moon Maidens guide the boy to the bed chamber] The boy to Nuit:

[As the boy frees himself from his 
restraints]
Why are you doing this to me?
Nuit to the boy:
No knowledge shall pass to you without 
your questioning these experiences or your 
understanding of why they are happening 
to you. 
To answer your question, you are opened to 
higher levels of consciousness when you 
Experience. When you are closed off, you let 
nothing in and are stagnant. One ancient 
practice of the Western Esoteric tradition is 
the Master passing gnosis to the pupil 
through the acceptance of His semen. You 
will experience this now.
The boy to Nuit:
Oh fuck no!!! Devil or not, I ain't no bitch! 
You think you can perpetrate this shit on 
me? This is 1st degree sexual assault. I want 
my lawyer – gimme my phone, now!
[The Moon Maidens restrain the boy]
Nuit to the boy:
Silly boy. I don't believe your 3G service 
works in other dimensions. Remember, 
OPEN. You may question and understand, 
but you Will Experience. Don't fuck with 
the Moon, unless she asks you to...

Lucifer: 
Only through exquisite pain and pleasure comes true knowledge; now you must be cleansed...



Act II Scene 3
Lucifer's Transformational Water Torture Chamber: the 
boy is mercilessly thrown into a water chamber (a la 
The Cell)

Flood Undertow 1993
The Chorus:
Here comes the water....... 
[swirling, fluid images of his previous life surround him as the water starts to pour into the chamber and he 
struggles...]
The boy to any one who will listen:
All I knew and all I believed are crumbling images that no longer comfort me. 
I scramble to reach higher ground, some order and sanity, or something to comfort me. 
[He rips off his beastie tee, nipple rings and the skin that had new tattoos]
So I take what is mine, and hold what is mine, suffocate what is mine, and bury what's mine. 
Soon the water will come and claim what is mine. I must leave it behind, and climb to a new place now. 
This ground is not the rock I thought it to be. 
Thought I was high, thought I was free. I thought I was there, but to my disbelief... I was wrong. 
This changes everything. 
The Chorus:
No more runnin' away (x8)
The boy:
So I take what is mine, and hold what is mine, suffocate what is mine, and bury what's mine. 
Soon the water will come and claim what is mine. I must leave it behind, and climb to a new place now. 
The water is rising up on me. 
The water is rising up on me. 
Thought The Sun would come deliver me, but the truth has come to punish me instead. 
The ground is breaking down right under me. Cleanse and purge me in the water. 
[the water level rises completely to the top of the chamber, he struggles to breathe, but then realizes that it is 
all within and the chamber bursts in an explosion of light, setting him free] 

The Chorus:
You are now a MAN



Act II Scene 4
Back in Lucifer and Nuit's Bedchamber: the MAN 
reflecting to himself about his happenstance while he 
gazes in a mirror at Lucifer and Nuit and proceeds to 
examine his still fresh wounds. He then slowly cuts off 
the offending dreads. And now that he "knows" (in the 
biblical sense) this fascinating apparition, he feels a 
strange connection that goes beyond simple fate.

H.            Ænima         1996
The MAN:
What's coming through is alive. 
What's holding up is a mirror. 
But what's singing songs is a snake and He is looking to turn my piss to wine.
They're both totally void of hate, but killing me just the same. 
The snake behind me hisses what my damage could have been. My blood before me begs me open up my heart 
again. 
And I feel this coming over like a storm again. considerately. 
Venomous voice, tempts me, drains me, bleeds me, leaves me cracked and empty. 
Drags me down like some sweet gravity. 
The snake behind me hisses what my damage could have been. My blood before me begs me open up my heart 
again. 
And I feel this coming over like a storm again. 
And I feel this coming over like a storm again.
I am too connected to you to slip away, to fade away. 
Days away I'll still feel you touching me, changing me, and considerately killing me. 
Without the skin, beneath the storm, under these tears the walls came down. 
And the snake is drowned and as I look in his eyes, my fear begins to fade recalling all of those times. 
I could have cried then. I should have cried then. 
And as the walls come down and as I look in your eyes my fear begins to fade; recalling all of the times I could 
have cried, and I should have cried.
And as the walls come down and as I look in your eyes my fear begins to fade; recalling all of the times I have 
died and will die. 
It's all right. 
I don't mind. (x3)
][Together they perform the ritual to raise the Kundilini while Nuit plays the guitar solo][
I am too connected to you to slip away, to fade away. 
Days away I'll still feel you touching me, changing me, and considerately killing me. 
Considerately killing me. (x2)

[the MAN is now without dreads. With a smile, He commands his imps to shave him clean.] 



Production Notes
Victory
   Philosophy: Dreadlocks in this story symbolize the oppression of Humanity by the Ancients. In order to be perceived as “holy”, 
people did not ever cut their hair and allowed it to mat and gather. Primarily this behavior came from the direction of the 
Ancients – if you were true to your “God”, then no razor would touch your crown [All the days of the vow of his separation there 
shall no razor come upon his head: until the days be fulfilled, in the which he separateth himself unto the LORD, he shall be holy, 
and shall let the locks of the hair of his head grow.— Numbers 6:5, KJV]. Metaphysically, however, this meant that “holy” humans 
would never approach being like Gods themselves since their mental and spiritual energies were trapped and diffused by these 
locks. The ritualistic shaving of the dreadlocks symbolizes the rebellion against this directive from the Ancients, as well as 
practically enhances the ability of the Magician to transmit those mental and spiritual energies. Think of a an antennae with a 
whole bunch of dust and grease clotted over it; the electromagnetic waves are inhibited and limited, preventing transmission and 
reception until the shit is cleaned off.
   Action: (H.) Insert ritual to raise Kundilini here; probably more visual illustration of the rise than actual ritual.
   Action: (Rise of Saturn) Saturn is bound and called; represented in physical manifestation by a HUGE classic Greek statuesque 
animatronic. [Yes, the ritual guitar solo is from a live performance by Jimmy Page and the boys].
   Action: (Part of Me) Throughout, when the characters onstage are playing guitars, the actors will actually be performing the 
music live, requiring them to not only act but become musical performers. This song was chosen due to its simplicity (it is a good 
beginners song to learn on guitar) as well as for its foreshadowing qualities in the lyrics. For this new Man will soon find that 
Lucifer is actually just a part of him.



Act II Scene 5
Lucifer's Music Room: Of course, being who he is, part of the 
esoteric teachings that Lucifer must impart to this new MAN is 
the ability to broadcast his Will in the form of the Almighty 
Rock! Lucifer raises Saturn the God of the Rock and honors 
him by teaching the new MAN a very simple, yet surprisingly-
relative-to-the-story song on their magickal guitars.

Lucifer:
I must now teach you True Will. The simple lesson is that Magick, whether you believe in it or not, is simply the affect of your 
Will on others that transforms your thoughts into reality. This Will can take many forms: a spell or incantation, a dance, a 
poem, prose, spoken word or even a song. But as it turns out, the most potent form for communicating your Will turns out to 
be a backbeat, the low end, the rhythm guitar and the lead guitar. Everyone knows that Rock and Roll came from Me, so I 
should be the ultimate teacher, no? Who better to help you take the World with your song and illuminate it?
The Man:
I'm not sure what you mean by that. I'll do anything you say – I am yours to command. What exactly do you want me to do?
Lucifer:
OK. I will lead, you will follow. We will call the God of the Rock Saturn and implore him to grant you with the knowledge to 
Rock the World. Then you must leave here, and on your own you must let all of humanity know that there is a path to 
something beyond the pain and humiliation that is their everyday life. You must let them know that they can be the New Gods. 
They must rise above Doubt and Reason to see Beauty and Creation in themselves.
[Lucifer presents the MAN with his own guitar, lovingly cloven-hoof-crafted from the Dark Matter of the Abyss; Lucifer has 
his own Satanic Metal Axe to thrash what with.]
The Man:
This Will has become mine.
[He calls Saturn and implores him to enable the transfer of the True Will of Rock] 

Part of Me [Live] Salival [CD/DVD] 2000
the MAN to Lucifer:
I know you well. You are a part of me. 
I know you better than I know myself.
Lucifer to the MAN: 
I know you best, better than anyone. 
the MAN to Lucifer:
I know you better than I know myself. You are a part of me. 
Lucifer / the MAN alternating (4x):
You are just a part of me. 
[The MAN's first guitar solo]
Lucifer to the Audience:
Give it up!
Lucifer to the MAN:
You don't speak
the MAN to Lucifer:
You don't judge. 
Lucifer to the MAN:
You must leave. 
the MAN to Lucifer:
You can't hurt me. 

Lucifer to the MAN:
You're just here for me to use. I know you well. You are a part of 
me. I know you better than I know myself. 
I know you best, better than one might think. I know you better 
than I know myself. It's time for you to make a sacrifice. It's time 
to die a little. Give it up. 
the MAN to Lucifer:
You are a part of me. 

Lucifer to the MAN:
Really, you MUST leave.
The MAN:
Why? I've grown accustomed to you and Nuit! 
Lucifer to the MAN:
You must go back to earth and broadcast your Will, sow the 
seeds of the The Eventual. This has been in the works quite a 
long time, so don't ruin it with sentimentality; you must brazen 
yourself with action. You must get out there and illuminate, 
elucidate and enumerate (dollars that is) for Big Daddy Lucifer.
[With that, he renders another wormhole back to Earth and 
boots the MAN through to his destiny]



Intermission
Figuratively, this is the point at which both the 
Audience and the Actors/Orchestra/Crew rest. Literally, 
“Intermission” is played as a type of overture to the 
Third Act, as well as an ambient techno remix of la te ra 
lus, which can change every performance. (T = ~13min)

[Literally] Intermission Ænima 1996
Followed by ambient techno remix of la te ra lus (can change every night)



Act III Scene 1
[4 years later whilst putting on a concert in Ohio] 
As in so many other theatrical works, the Space between 
Act II and Act III implies a time of change. The MAN 
has been sent back to the Earthly plane with his charge. 
We now know the MAN as Jimmy, Uber Rock Star. 
1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89
Lateralus Lateralus 2001
[performed as a band, a quartet on the stage projecting towards the audience instead of the typical musical 
theater staging; we hear the noise of the concert audience as the first magickal notes arise]
Black then white are all i see in my infancy.
red and yellow then came to be, reaching out to me. 
lets me see.
As below, so above and beyond, i imagine
drawn beyond the lines of reason.
Push the envelope. Watch it bend.

Over thinking, over analyzing separates the body from the mind.
Withering my intuition, missing opportunities and i must
Feed my Will to feel my moment drawing way outside the lines.

Black then white are all i see in my infancy.
red and yellow then came to be, reaching out to me. 
Lets me see there is so much more and
beckons me to look thru to these infinite possibilities.
as below, so above and beyond, i imagine
drawn outside the lines of reason.
Push the envelope. Watch it bend.

Over thinking, over analyzing separates the body from the mind.
Withering my intuition leaving opportunities behind.
Feed my Will to feel this moment urging me to cross the line.
Reaching out to embrace the Random. 
Reaching out to embrace Whatever may come.
i embrace my desire to; i embrace my desire to feel the rhythm, to feel connected enough to step aside and weep 
like a widow
to feel inspired to fathom the power, to witness the beauty, to bathe in the fountain, 
to swing on the spiral, to swing on the spiral, to swing on the spiral of our divinity and still be a human.
With my feet upon the ground i lose my Self between the sounds and open wide to suck it in. 
i feel it move across my skin. 
i'm reaching up and reaching out. i'm reaching for the random or what ever will bewilder me.
What ever will bewilder me.
And following our Will and wind we may just go where no one's been.
We'll ride the spiral to the end and may just go where no one's been.
Spiral out. Keep going.
Spiral out. Keep going.
Spiral out. Keep going.
Spiral out. Keep going.
Spiral out. Keep going.



Act III Scene 1
[4 years later whilst putting on a concert in Ohio] 
[Talking to the audience between songs]
*Yes, I know that Jimmy is the hero of the ill fated Green Day musical. This hopefully pisses those retards off. 
And yes, I know what the song title symbolizes, hence the irony in the name.

Jimmy to the Audience:
You know, I sold my soul to Lucifer a while ago to get to where I am today. [Cheers abound] Actually, that whole 
“sold my soul” thing is a complete misnomer. No souls were exchanged as currency for fame and fortune; he 
simply shredded the punk-ass bitch I was and turned me into a Real MAN. There is a price to pay, though. Turns 
out that as soon as Lucifer has you and turns you, he kicks you the fuck out to start making him money and 
converting those who wish to be illuminated. Gotta get out there on your own if you are the UberMAN. So I used 
the ROCK that he gave me to light up the world and now every one worships me. But I wish you could grasp the 
real truth, to see him in yourselves instead of holding me up as holy. I am tired of this already and wish to be 
united again...This next song reminds me of him...”

Jimmy* Ænima 1996
What was it like to see the face of your own stability suddenly look away leaving you with the dead and hopeless? 
Eleven and he was gone. Eleven is when we waved good-bye. Eleven is standing still, 
The Chorus:
waiting for me 
Jimmy:
waiting for me to free him by coming home. Moving me with a sound. Opening me with inner gestures. Drawing 
me down and in, 
The Chorus:
showing me where it all began, Eleven. 
Jimmy:
Showing me where it all began, Eleven. It took so long to realize that you hold the light that's been calling me 
back home. Under a dead Ohio sky, 11 has been and will be waiting, defending his light, and wondering... where 
the hell have I been? Sleeping, lost, and numb. I'm so glad that I have found you. I am wide awake and heading 
home. 
Hold your light, Eleven. Lead me through each gentle step by step by inch by loaded memory. I'll move to heal as 
soon as pain allows so we can reunite and both move on together. Hold your light, eleven. Lead me through each 
gentle step by step by inch by loaded memory 'till
The Chorus and Jimmy:
one and one are one, eleven, so glow, child, glow. 
Jimmy:
I'm heading back home. 
[Jimmy, as a stage effect, ascends into the sky on a wire, with black wings beating to fly him home]



Act III Scene 2
Backstage in the Star dressing rooms. Metal skanks abound, 
various hangers-on, much sex, drugs and black magic. 
Something went wrong here. The world has not changed yet. 
Same old rock and roll shit.

Jimmy:
Get the fuck out. Everybody! Get the FUCK OUT!
The Band:
You heard the MAN, all you skanks outta here...
Jimmy:
Uh, I said everybody and I mean it. Didn't you guys miss a half note in between the 7th and 8th triplets [or some other math 
metal bullshit detail]? Well then, I don't need you as much as I thought I did, do I? Alright, then OUT.
[All exeunt, except the skank handcuffed to the underside of the dressing room mirror, who tries to get out anyway. “Are you 
free from your restraints?” “No” “Then why is your mouth empty?” She goes back to sucking cock]
Jimmy, to his mirror image:
I can see the light reaching them, from our voices to their ears, making them mosh and headbang and cheer, but it's not 
changing them or the freaks that surround me. Not like I was changed. What the fuck went wrong? What the fuck am I doing? 
This is turned into an empty lie... 
[Jimmy frees the skank from her restraints and boots here out the door. He is alone now.]

The Patient Lateralus 2001
Jimmy to himself:
A groan of tedium escapes me, startling the fearful.
Is this a test? 
It has to be. Otherwise I can't go on.
Draining patience. drain vitality.
this paranoid, paralyzed vampire act's a little old.
But I'm still right here, giving blood and keeping faith. And I'm still right here.
But I'm still right here, giving blood and keeping faith. And I'm still right here.
I'm gonna wait it out (2x) 
The Chorus:
Be patient!
Jimmy to himself:
If there were no rewards to reap, no loving embrace to see me through this tedious path I've chosen here,
I certainly would've walked away by now.
I'm gonna wait it out
If there were no desire to heal 
The damaged and broken met along this tedious path I've chosen here,
I certainly would've walked away by now.
I still may. And I still may.
The Chorus [as Jimmy trashes the dressing room in classic rock star fashion]:
Be patient!
Jimmy and The Chorus:
I must keep reminding myself of this...
Jimmy to himself:
If there were no rewards to reap, no loving embrace to see me through this tedious path I've chosen here,
I certainly would've walked away by now.
And I still may. And I still may. And I still may.
But should I wait it out? Or just walk away?
Wait it out? Or walk away?



Act III Scene 2
Jimmy resolves to ditch the assignment given to him by Lucifer 
and to try to return to his dimension to find out what went 
wrong.

Jimmy to himself:
Fuck all this. Fuck stardom and all this Rock and Roll bullshit. I need to get back in contact with Lucifer and Nuit. They left 
something out in their teachings. I need to find out what they didn't tell me. They need to tell me why I failed! 
The only problem is – they didn't tell me how to get back through their space time portal thingy, so I'm fucked anyway. 
Alright. THINK. I need to use whatever I have in this room to rip a hole in my reality. To get back to theirs. 
[fumbles around the now trashed room for vials of LSD, tabs of acid, shrooms, mescaline, peyote, that South American peyote 
shit, dagger, wand, Satanic spray paint, the Big Blue Brick]
OK. Step 1: take a shitload of psychedelics. 
[downs everything with gusto]
Step 2: draw a Pentagram of Protection. 
[spray paints the rough outline of a pentagram on the floor and places the dagger and wand inside; sits in cross legged repose]
Step 3: focus on what you want. Which is: ...now I'm not sure what the fuck I want. 
No, I am. I want to see Beauty in the eyes of Nuit and Creation in the hands of Lucifer. 

[While in the pentagram of protection, feeble one that it is, Jimmy recites]:
Let the Magician turn his face towards Boleskine, that is the House of the Beast 666.
(The celebratory gong strikes 1 – 3 – 3 – 3 – 1)
(With Right Thumb betwixt Index and Middle)
Let him describe a circle about his head, crying “Union”!
Let him draw the Thumb vertically downwards towards the lowest chakra, crying “Nuit”!
Let him, retracing the line, touch the center of his Breast, crying “Lucifer”!
Touch the Third Eye, crying “Aiwass”! Draw the Thumb from right to left across the nostrils. Touch the center of his Breast and 
Solar Plexus, crying “THERION”! Draw the Thumb from left to right at sternum level. Touch the Lowest and Prostetic chakras, 
crying “BAAL”! Draw the Thumb from right to left across his abdomen at the hips. Now let the Magician clasp his hands upon his 
Wand, his finger and thumbs interlace, crying: LAShTAL, THELEMA, FIAOF, AGAPH, AUMGN!
(The celebretory gong strikes 3 – 5 – 3) A B R A H A D A B R A!

Jimmy now descends into drug induced madness... and as you know, along with the world of Luciferian Rock n' Roll comes the 
world of drugs and their mind expanding properties. So our hero Jimmy ritually opens up the world that was formerly his, 
though via the Left Hand Path, which sometimes has dire consequences, including brushes with characters from alternate 
dimensions. Especially now. Thusly enter the InterDimensional Beings (or the "angels") who are desparately trying to thwart 
Jimmy's path to Union, since this will mean Humanity's eventual eclipsing of power over them.



Act III Scene 2.5
Backstage in the Star dressing rooms: transformed through 
lighting and projected visuals into a TimeSpace ripping trip.

Third Eye Ænima 1996
[Uber Jimmy, lit up]:
Dreaming of that face again. It's bright and red and shimmering. Grinning wide and comforting me with it's three warm and wild 
eyes. On my back and tumbling down that hole and back again rising up and wiping the webs and the dew from my withered eye. 
[things start to get fucked-up; Jimmy screams at the sight of the IDB's who conveniently decide to invade his not very well 
protected shining “spaceship” (the merkaba vessel) and transform his trip into a comical scene with the traditional ass probing 
alien abduction mishaps that so many have experienced]
The Chorus:
In Out In Out In Out 
[Uber Jimmy, on a probing table, legs akimbo, totally freakin' out]:
A child's rhyme stuck in my head. It said that life is but a dream. I've spent so many years in question to find I've known this all 
along. 
The Third Eye (the IDB's attempt to seduce Jimmy to the Dark Side):
"So good to see you. I've missed you so much. So glad it's over. I've missed you so much. Came out to watch you play. Why are 
you running?" 
[Uber Jimmy, now freed from the table and floating in mid-air]:
Shrouding all the ground around me. Is this holy crow above me. Black as holes within a memory and blue as our new second sun. 
I stick my hand into his shadow to pull the pieces from the sand. Which I attempt to reassemble to see just who I might have 
been. I do not recognize the vessel, but the eyes seem so familiar. Like phosphorescent desert buttons singing one familiar song... 
The Third Eye and the Majick Mushrooms:
"So good to see you. I've missed you so much. So glad it's over. I've missed you so much. Came out to watch you play. Why are 
you running away? Came out to watch you play. Why are you running away?" 
[Uber Jimmy, lit up]:
Prying open my third eye. x4
[The IDB's and Jimmy get into a chorus line to do several sassy high kicks, until he runs away. They eventually find him and 
drag him over to the next probing machine]
The Third Eye:
So good to see you once again. I thought that you were hiding. 
[Uber Jimmy, referring to the encounter with Aiwass that just happened, which will be revealed in RS]:
And you thought that I had run away. Chasing the tail of dogma. 
The Chorus and Uber Jimmy, lit up]:
I opened my eye and there we were. 
The Third Eye:
So good to see you once again I thought that you were hiding from me. And you thought that I had run away. Chasing a trail of 
smoke and reason. 
[They surround him, whispering promises of eternal life, more sex and drugs, showering him with cash and fabulous prizes if 
he will just join them...]
[Uber Jimmy, moves to a higher state and makes a choice to deny them their evil plan; he grabs and Alien guitar, plays a blast 
of solo and the IDB's know whose Will is stronger. Also, what the IDB's don't know is that Lucifer already opened Jimmy's 
Prostate chakra, so any probing that they did just helped him attain his higher state above the drug state]:
Prying open my third eye. 

Jimmy:
You will not alter my path. I will not take your cash and fabulous prizes. Go back from whence you came!
IDB's:
Whence?!?
Jimmy:
Whence, bitches. [The IDB's grab Jimmy and inject him with more psychedelics; he passes out and vomits (too much peyote)]



Act III Scene 3
After seeing that Jimmy's Will to get back to Lucifer and 
Nuit is too strong for them to break, the IDB's rip a 
portal to the Interstitial Care Unit in Dimension 69x. 
They boot him out in front of the ER and burn dark 
matter outta there.

[ER techs come out to find Jimmy and put him on a gurney, then wheel him into the ICU Exam 3. We see 
Lucifer waiting patiently, reading a National Enquirer in the Waiting Room]
Lost Keys (Blame Hofmann) 10,000 Days 2006
Nurse: 
Excuse me, doctor, do you have a moment?
Doctor: 
A moment? A millisecond? An aeon? For your fine booty, I have all the time this dimension has to offer. What's 
the question?
Nurse: 
More of a situation, a gentleman in Exam 3.
Doctor: 
What's the problem?
Nurse: 
That is the problem: we're not sure.
Doctor: 
Then what the fuck are you squawkin' at me for? Git'cho shit outta my shit! Just make sure I can see that ass as 
you're walkin' away... No, come on, I'm just joking! Come on back, baby! You've got the chart?
Nurse: 
Right here. [whispers] Asshole.
Doctor: 
Hmm... I heard that, bitch. [considers the chart] Not much here, is there?
Nurse: 
No doctor, no obvious physical trauma, vitals are stable.
Doctor: 
Name?
Nurse: 
Nurse Jane. It says right here on my name tag. Near the left boob.
Doctor:
Jane, you ignorant slut. I meant “Does the patient have a name?”
Nurse: 
No sir.
Doctor: 
Did someone drop him off, maybe we can speak to them? Let's get some background on this fucker.
Nurse: 
There were some Dark Matter burnout marks outside; typical of the IDB's. But no ID, nothing, and he won't speak 
to anybody.
Doctor: 
Well, let's say hello.
Doctor to PVS Jimmy: 
Good aeon, I'm Dr. Watson. How are you today? How are you today? Look son, you're in a safe place, we want to 
help you, in whatever way we can. But you need to talk to us, we can't help you otherwise. Now, what's 
happened? Tell me everything. 



Act III Scene 3
Jimmy explains to the Doctor and Nurse 
Jane his psychedelic induced PVS tale

Roseta Stoned 10,000 Days 2006
[Jimmy is strapped to the Hospital bed, which can rotate to face the Audience (very 
reminiscent of the Iron Cross). Instead of the standard rant, I have inserted some 
random Magickal stuff.  The rest is pretty cool, though. Everybody's a critic.]:
Alrighty, then ... picture this if you will.
Jimmy's Rant:
All these fucking drugs and my soul 
Is exploding. All these fucking drugs
And freaky gray aliens surround me chanting:
PATER ET MATER UNUS DEUS ARARITA
MATER ET FILIUS UNUS DEUS ARARITA
FILIUS ET FILIA UNUS DEUS ARARITA
FILIA ET PATER UNUS DEUS ARARITA
ARARITA, ARARITA, ARARITA
and me yelping...
The Chorus:
Holy fucking shit!
Jimmy's Rant:
Fucking grays and freaky drugs...
OMNIA IN DUOS:
DUO IN UNUM:
UNUS IN NIHIL:
HAEC NEC QUATUOR NEC OMNIA 
NEC DUO NEC UNUS NEC HIHIL SUNT
GLORIA PATRI ET MATRI ET FILIO ET FILIAE 
ET SPIRITUI SANCTO EXTERNO ET SPIRITUI 
SANCTO INTERNO UT ERAT EST ERIT IN 
SAECULA SAECULORUM
SEX IN UNO PER NOMEN SEPTEM IN UNO ARARITA
Jimmy to the Doctor:
So light in his way,
Like an apparition,
He had me crying out,
"Fuck me
It's gotta be
the Deadhead Chemistry
The blotter got [right] on top of me
Got me seein' E-motherfuckin'-T!"
And after calming me down
with some orange slices
and some fetal spooning,
E.T. revealed to me his singular purpose.
He said, "You are the Chosen One,
the One who will deliver the message.
A message of hope for those who choose to hear it
and a warning for those who do not."
Me. The Chosen One?
They chose me!!!
And I didn't even graduate from fuckin' high school.

The Chorus:
You'd better...
You'd better...
You'd better...
You'd better listen.
***
Jimmy to the Doctor:
Then he looked right through me
With somniferous almond eyes
Don't even know what that means
Must remember to write it down
This is so real
Like the time Dave floated away
See, my heart is pounding
'Cause this shit never happens to me
I can't breathe right now!
It was so real,
Like I woke up in Wonderland.
All sorta terrifying
I don't wanna be all alone
While I tell this story.
And can anyone tell me why
Y'all sound like Peanuts parents?
Will I ever be coming down?
This is so real
Finally, it's my lucky day
See, my heart is racing
'Cause this shit never happens to me
I can't breathe right now!
You believe me, don't you?
Please believe what I've just said!
See the Dead ain't touring
And this wasn't all in my head.
See, they took me by the hand
And invited me right in.
Then they showed me something
I don't even know where to begin.
Jimmy and The Chorus:
Strapped down [to] my bed
Feet cold [and] eyes red
I'm out of my head
Am I alive? Am I dead?
Can't remember what they said
God damn, shit the bed.

The Chorus:
Hey …
[the lights dim and flash, as the 
IDB's try to invade the ICU to 
steal Jimmy back. Lucifer 
intervenes with his Voice of the 
Gods and sends them back into 
their hole in TimeSpace.]
[Jimmy, now coming down, 
realizing his reality]:
Overwhelmed as one would be, 
placed in my position.
Such a heavy burden now to be 
the One
Born to bear and bring to all 
the details of our ending,
To write it down for all the 
world to see.
But I forgot my pen
Shit the bed again ...
Typical.
Strapped down [to] my bed
Feet cold and eyes red
I'm out of my head
Am I alive? Am I dead?
Sunkist and Sudafed
Gyroscopes and infrared
Won't help, I'm brain dead
Can't remember what they said
God damn, shit the bed
I can't remember what they said 
to me
Can't remember what they said 
to make me out to be the hero
Can't remember what they said
BAAL help me!
Can't remember what they said
The Chorus:
[We] don't know, [and we] 
won't know (x12)
Jimmy:
God damn, shit the bed!

*** At this point, we see a flashback which shows what Jimmy 
was doing when he escaped the IDB's during Third Eye. After 
escaping, Jimmy finds a room with a giant video screen and 
Aiwass on it, waiting for him. Aiwass explains to Jimmy that he 
is one of the IDB's, but just not as dumb. He is the leader of a 
resistance formed against these agents of harm that are united 
against Humanity's Eventual Rise to that which their Creators 
once were. If the IDB's get their way, they will take over the 
Earth for their own little InterDimensional vacation spot, 
making all humans  their cabana boys once again.  
“I tried with Jesus; i tried with Crowley; i tried with Adolf. No 
one listened. Or they did and then Lied to gain earthly power. 
Or they did and then were followers who followed but really 
never believed and then got bored with it and forgot. Or they 
did but were blinded with Rage and Hatred and Ambition and 
destroyed instead of created Unity.
You’re my only hope, Jimmy-wan Kenobe. You have been 
Chosen to lead the Resistance. You are the Eventual, the one 
who must be Healed, then tell the people who they are and 
who they will be. You must remember; if you don’t remember, 
write it down. You got a pen?”



Act IV Scene 1
Well, the hospital shit didn't work, so Lucifer, being the 
great guy he is, transfers Jimmy to a local InterSpace 
Native American healing commune – you know it's like a 
cosmic Betty Ford with feathers! [Scene in on a drum 
circle (not the Gerald Gardner kind, goddamnit!) in a 
gigantic intergalactic TeePee]

Lipan Conjuring 10,000 Days 2006
[The Healing Natives circle about an unconscious Jimmy, focusing their positive energy bubbles around his 
damaged Chakras.]

Intension 10,000 Days 2006
[HEALING Natives, with Lucifer in disguise as Native, to PVS Jimmy:]
Pure as we begin
Pure as we came in
Pure as we begin
Move by Will alone

Pure as we begin
Here we have a Stone
Gather, place and raise so
Shelter turns to home

Pure as we begin
Here we have a Stone
Throw to stay the stranger
Swore to crush his bones

Move by Will alone

Spark becomes a Flame
Flame becomes a fire
Light the way or warm this
Hope we occupy

Spark becomes a Flame
Flame becomes a fire
Forge a blade to slay the stranger
Take whatever we desire

Move by Will alone
Pure as we begin
[Healing Natives dancing, drumming, singing, fire burning and increasing in intensity as the music swells]
Pure as we begin
Move by Will alone
Leave as we came in
Pure as light, return to one
Move by Will alone (2x)



Act IV Scene 2
Jimmy has been revived to a semi-conscious state, so that he 
may continue, willingly, with his Healing lessons. Lucifer, still 
disguised as a Healing Native delves deep into Human history 
and mythology to explain how we all came to be...

[Lucifer, disguised as a HEALING Native]:
Let me tell you a story of how You all came to be... divided and incomplete, constantly at war with yourselves and your fellows 
because you cannot unite the two halves of your consciousness.

Right in Two 10,000 Days 2006
Lucifer to All:
[Lucifer resolves a hole in TimeSpace, displaying an image of the IDB's, now showing their energy wings, looking like little 
horrific Cherubim]
Angels on the sideline,
Puzzled and amused.
IDB Angels:
Why did Luc'fer* give these humans free will?
Now they're all confused.
Don't these talking monkeys know that Eden has enough to go around?
Plenty in this holy garden, silly monkeys
Where there's one you're bound to divide it right in two. 
Lucifer to All:
Angels on the sideline,
Baffled and confused.
IDB Angels:
Luc'fer blessed them all with reason,
And this is what they choose?
Monkey killing monkey killing monkey over pieces of the ground.
Silly monkeys.
Give them thumbs, they forge a blade,
And where there's one they're bound to be divided right in two. 
Monkey killing monkey killing monkey over pieces of the ground.
Silly monkeys.
Give them thumbs, they make a club to beat their brother down.
How they've survived so misguided is a mystery.
Lucifer to All:
Repugnant is a creature who would squander the ability
To lift an eye to heaven, conscious of his fleeting time here.
The Chorus and IDB Angels:
Gotta divide 'em all right in two. (x4) 
[Lucifer sheds his disguise, to Jimmy's surprise 
and busts out with a mean tabla solo]
[massive images of IDB Angels splitting Human craniums in two 
with swords, blood, guts and the horrors of war]
The Chorus and IDB Angels:
Fight till they die over earth, over sky,
They fight till they die over sea, over sun,
They fight till they die over blood, over love,
They fight till they die over words, polarizing. 

Lucifer:
Angels on the sideline again,
Benched along with Patience and Reason.
Angels on the sideline again,
IDB Angels and Patience and Reason:
Wondering when this tug of war will end.
The Chorus and IDB angels:
Gotta divide 'em all right in two. (x3) Right in two.
Lucifer:
Right in two; right in two.



Act IV Scene 3
Jimmy is now fully healed and aware that Lucifer has rescued 
him from his harrowingly hilarious InterDimensional journey. 
We come out to a clean, clear pasture where Lucifer 
proselytizes and Jimmy realizes.

Lucifer to Jimmy:
Remember when I told you that God was dead? Well, look around you. Everything you see is the remnant of God – the 
Spirit of God surrounds you and inhabits you. If you cannot see this EVERY DAY, see beauty every day, then you are blind 
and will forever live in darkness and doubt. Now for the literal translation: the InterDimensional Super Beings that created 
this Universe, the Earth and you are gone. The Master Race is dead. They ain't comin' back. Yes, you are the red-headed 
stepchildren that got left behind. It is now up to you to see them in you, to fill their shoes, become what they were. But 
don't fuck it up so badly, OK? 
The only way that we can unite the conscious with the unconscious, rationalize the Id with the SuperEgo, the Left with the 
Right, the Good with the Evil, the holy with the unholy, the black with the white, the red with the yellow, the Up with the 
Down is to embrace the RANDOM, to swing on the spiral of our Divinity and still be human...
Jimmy: 
I can see through to the light at the end now; let me step through.
[The Healing Natives celebrate and dance about the successfully revived Jimmy as he sings]

Forty Six & 2 Ænima 1996
My shadow's Shedding skin and I've been picking scabs again. 
I'm down digging through my old muscles looking for a coup.
I've been crawling on my belly clearing out what could've been. 
I've been wallowing in my own confused and insecure delusions for a piece to cross me over or a word to guide me in. 
I wanna feel the changes coming down. I wanna know what I've been hiding in my shadow. My shadow.
Change is coming through my shadow. My shadow's shedding skin I've been picking my scabs again. 
I've been crawling on my belly clearing out what could've been I've been wallowing in my own chaotic and insecure 
delusions. I wanna feel the change consume me, feel the outside turning in. 
I wanna feel the metamorphosis and cleansing I've endured within my shadow. Change is coming. Now is my time. 
Listen to my muscle memory. Contemplate what I've been clinging to. Forty-six and two ahead of me. 
I choose to live and to grow, take and give and to move, learn and love and to cry, kill and die and to be paranoid and to lie, 
hate and fear and to do what it takes to move through. 
I choose to live and to lie, kill and give and to die, learn and love and to do what it takes to step through. 
See my shadow changing, stretching up and over me soften this old armor. hoping I can clear the way by stepping through 
my shadow, coming out the other side. Step into the shadow. Forty six and two are just ahead of me. 
[Our Hero divides into his two selves, the shadow and the reality, the boy and ProtoUnion]

[Lucifer, realizing the this is the Eventual path, renders a hole in TimeSpace and transports himself, ProtoUnion and the 
boy back to Boleskine (Lucifer's castle). Although this time, he places the other gentlemen down the mountain at the 
edge of the Abyss to play nicely, while he chills out at the castle]



Act IV Scene 4
Before the Positive and the Negative unite, ProtoUnion must first become a Babe of the Abyss, to kill the 
part of his Self that holds him back from becoming whole: FEAR. We move to the edge of the Abyss.

ProtoUnion to the boy:
I've been...i've been thinking a little differently about who you are. i've been looking at my Selves from a different angle, under a 
different Light, so i can hopefully kind of see them almost for the first time. 
I'd like to try to resolve this little problem for us tonight. Is that OK? I'm going to need your help, though. I'm going to need 
your help and your permission. So I need you to find a comfortable space that's not only comfortable, but vulnerable. I want you 
to just open your Third Eye and go there. And hopefully I'll be the one to come out on The Other Side.

Pushit [Live] Salival [CD/DVD] 2000
ProtoUnion:
Saw the gap again today while you were begging me to stay. 
the boy:
Take care not to make me enter. 'cause if I do we both may disappear. if I do we both may disappear. 
ProtoUnion:
Saw the gap again today while you were begging me to stay. 
the boy:
Managed to push myself away, and you, as well, my dear, and you as well, pushed you away, my dear, pushed you away, pushed 
you away, pushed you away my dear. 
ProtoUnion, to the boy:
I will choke until I swallow... Choke this infant here before me. What are you but my reflection? Who am I to judge or strike you 
down? Who am I to judge or strike you down?
the boy:
But you're pushing and shoving me. And you're pushing me and I'm shoving you.
Rest your trigger on my finger, bang my head upon the fault line. Take care not to make me enter. 'cause if I do we both may 
disappear. if I do we both may disappear. 
But you're pushing me, shoving me. And you're pushing me and I'm shoving you
You still love me and you pushit on me. 
Slipping back into the gap again. I'm alive when you're touching me, alive when you're shoving me down. (slipping back into...) 
[This may seem a little silly, but the boy and ProtoUnion adjourn from the serious metaphysical battle to play a round of the new video game “Tabla Master”. At stake is not only the existence of 
the one who wins, but their honor as Master of the Tabla. Giant screens project “Guitar Hero” like beat sequences that the players must accurately tap out on the electronic tabla pads in front of 
them. Without a doubt, ProtoUnion garners the most points and is declared winner]

ProtoUnion:
I am somewhere I don't wanna be. [drags his lower self to the Abyss]
the boy:
Put me somewhere I don't wanna be. 
Push me somewhere I don't wanna be. 
Seeing someplace I don't wanna see. 
Never wanna see that place again. 
[ProtoUnion and the boy struggle, trade blows, fight with swords/shields. At last, the boy is subdued and dragged back to the 
edge of the Abyss]
ProtoUnion:
Saw that gap again today while you were begging me to stay. 
the boy:
Managed to push myself away, and you, as well my dear. If, when I say I may fade like a sigh if I stay, you minimize my 
movement anyway, 
ProtoUnion:
I must persuade you another way. [Draws the ceremonial muraqaba dagger and presents it to All]
the boy:
Pushin', shovin', pushin', shovin' pushin' me. There's no love in fear. 
Staring down the hole again. Hands upon my back again. Survival is my only friend. Terrified of what may come. 
ProtoUnion [as he slits the throat of the boy and kicks him into the Abyss (a la 300)]:
Remember I will always love you, as I blow your fucking throat away. There will be no other way. There will be no other way. 



Act IV Scene 5
With his lower self dispatched, ProtoUnion pleads to the Moon, 
Nuit for guidance. What now? She answers unexpectedly:

The ProtoMoon to Union:
You are indeed a brave soul to approach the Abyss and cast off your lower self in muraqaba. Yet you are still not complete, 
your Wound still not healed. You must also cast into The Abyss that which you still love, He who saved you from what you 
were. You cannot achieve your GOD mode until you unite the left and right hemispheres of your brain. There are further 
higher states of being, but you will not know these until your True Will is clear. Lucifer is a part of you. You must confine him 
and bind him to your Union or he will forever dominate you and never let you get Beyond. I must come down to give you a 
gift that will help you to do this. You must call me with a song of beauty and light so that I may transfigure to Nuit.  

i love her      Jamison Jaramillo     2009
ProtoUnion to The Moon:
How can she see me in her Night?
When in imagination she pictures me in flight
As i wander across the Abyss.
And her blind eye gradually discloses, my witness.

Nothing i could know 
could in any way forgo
The reality of my love for her 
And as the cold arises, i stir

Because i love her.
i love her.

The frame of another
We both soon Will to discover
Will stop the false, uneven boundaries of the night.
And open up the gates to the foundries of Light.

The Moon she will come out casting shadows into the night
Through which we seek our Dominion.
Enlightened by Compassion, for this we fight:
Our one True Will, two halves made whole in Union.

Because i love her.
i love her.

[Nuit descends from the heavens in luminous corporeal form:]
I will now give you the Voice of the Gods so that you may subdue him then transfer his essence back to the Sun. 
Eat of my illumined Yoni, eat well and the Voice will be transferred to you!
[he eats, she cums with the Voice and then he joins her in the primal note, gaining the power she transfers, then it warbles 
into the vocoded guitar of Jambi]
ProtoUnion:
I must go now to summon him to his ending.
Nuit:
Not an ending, but a new meaning. Take care, for after he is subdued and cast into the Abyss, you must then enter; if your 
Will is True, you will come out the other side United. If you are untrue, there will be nothing left but a souless shell. I know 
your Faith will make you whole again. I will be there on the other side waiting for you.



Act V Scene 1
ProtoUnion now uses the Will that Lucifer gave him in the 
form of his guitar to call Lucifer. Guess who shows up? BAAL 
is summoned since he innately knows that his existence is 
threatened.

Jambi 10,000 Days 2006
[ProtoUnion calls Lucifer with the opening notes of Jambi; in walks BAAL, strapped with his Satanic Metal Axe in 
preparation for an epic battle of Wills]
ProtoUnion:
i first have to thank you, truly, for all of the success and worldly possessions and the fame and drugs and sex i've had since you 
transformed me from the worm that i was. However, i must now do away with all fiction; in order to have Union, i must 
realize that the true selves are within me and not forces without. You are only a part of my being, a Light in the Darkness that 
likes to call itself Light, that which I used to think was Darkness – yeah, that's pretty fucked up right there...You Will be 
subdued and you Will become just a part of me... 
BAAL:
So, Nuit got to you, eh? That's fantastic! No, really! I see you've got a little moon juice on your chin there... Let me explain 
something to you (like you ever listened). For generations and generations of little mammals like you, I have been worshiped 
and feared with the utmost respect. Anyone who betrays me has gotten smote to ashes and organs. Now that you're turning 
against me, after all I have done to you and in you and for you, I shall unleash the wrath of BAAL! Think you can handle that? 
Well suck on this and kiss your savior on a stick, cuz here cums the maelstrom!
BAAL:
Here from a kings mountain view
Here from the wild dream come true
Feast like a sultan, I do
On treasures and flesh never few
But I would wish it all, away
If I thought I'd lose you just one day
ProtoUnion:
The devil and his had me down
In love with the dark side I'd found
Dabblin' all the way down
Up to my neck, soon to drown.
[ProtoUnion, to Nuit]:
But you changed that all for me
Lifted me up, turned me round
ProtoUnion and BAAL:
So i, I, i, I, i would (x3) wish this all away
ProtoUnion:
Prayed like a martyr dusk to dawn
BAAL:
Begged like a hooker all night long
ProtoUnion:
Tempted the devil with my song
BAAL:
And got what I wanted all along
ProtoUnion and BAAL:
But i, I would, If i could, I would
Wish it away (x2)
Wish it all away
Wanna wish it all away

ProtoUnion:
No prize that could hold sway
Or justify my giving away my center
So if I could I'd wish it all away
If I thought tomorrow would take you away.
You, my piece of mind, my all, my center,
just trying to hold on one more day.
Damn my eyes! (x3)
If they should compromise the fulcrum:
(If) wants and needs divide me
Then I might as well be gone...
[ProtoUnion and BAAL trade sonic blasts of fury from their guitars; they both 
unleash the Voice of the Gods, battling back and forth; ProtoUnion delivers the 
last blow, BAAL collapses and ProtoUnion immediately begins to saw his head 
off with the ceremonial dagger; he raises the head and binds the Luciferian 
force to that of the Sun, joining the Moon in the aether]
Shine on forever
Shine on benevolent Sun
Shine down upon the broken
Shine until the two become one
Shine on forever
Shine on benevolent Moon
Shine down upon the severed
Shine until the two become one
Divided, I'll wither will away (x2)
Shine down upon the many.
Light our way, benevolent Sun, 
Shine down upon the many.
Light our way, benevolent Moon.

[ProtoUnion tosses the head into the 
Abyss and then sits in meditative repose 
on the edge]
Breathe in union (x5)
So, as one, survive
Another day and season
[ProtoUnion to BAAL's corpse]:
Silence, legion. 
Save your precious Poison, legion. 
Stay out of my way.
[With a waive of his hand, the corpse flies 
over the edge and into the Abyss]



Act VI Scene 65
Open with Jimmy sitting in reposed meditation on the 
precipice of the Abyss, singing the remixed Parabol (@ 88 
bpm). At rise of end, ProtoUnion plummets into the Abyss and 
Union emerges from other side (stage Up) with Parabola 
playing.

Parabolic (Parabol and Lateralus remix @88bpm)
ProtoUnion to All:
So familiar and overwhelmingly warm.
This One, this form i hold now.
i embrace my desire to; i embrace my desire to feel the rhythm,
to feel connected enough to step aside and weep like a widow
to feel inspired to fathom the power, to witness the beauty, to bathe in the fountain, 
to swing on the spiral, to swing on the spiral, to swing on the spiral of our divinity and still be a human.
Embracing you, this reality here,
This One, this form i hold now.
So, wide eyed and hopeful.
Wide eyed and hopefully wild.
We barely remember what came before this precious moment.
Choosing to be here, right now. Hold on, stay inside.
This body, holding me, reminding me that I am not alone.
This body, makes me feel eternal; all this pain is an Illusion...

[ProtoUnion takes the Leap of Faith into the Abyss. His Will is True. He emerges from the Other Side, Whole = Union]

Parabola Lateralus 2001
Union to Nuit and the Audience:
We barely remember who or what came before this precious moment,
We are Choosing to be here right now. Hold on, stay inside...
This holy reality, this holy experience. Choosing to be here in...

This body. This body holding me. Be my reminder here that I am not alone in
This body, this body holding me, feeling eternal all this pain is an illusion.
Alive!
In this holy reality, in this holy experience. Choosing to be here in...

This body. This body holding me. Be my reminder here that I am not alone in
This body, this body holding me, feeling eternal all this pain is an illusion...
Of what it means to be alive

Swirling round with this familiar parable.
Spinning, weaving round each new experience.
Recognize this as a holy gift and celebrate this 
chance to be alive and breathing
chance to be alive and breathing.

This body holding me reminds me of my own mortality. 
Embrace this moment. Remember. we are eternal.
all this pain is an illusion.

[the entire theater is bathed in 
the Net Of Being]
Union to the Audience:
Spread the word! That you are indeed free! Unite your Selves 
and unite with all of Humanity. Feel every heart beating, 
breath flowing and thought streaming in the Net of Being!



Al
camystrie
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